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Abstract

This paper describes AllenNLP, a plat-

form for research on deep learning meth-

ods in natural language understanding. Al-

lenNLP is designed to support researchers

who want to build novel language under-

standing models quickly and easily. It is

built on top of PyTorch, allowing for dy-

namic computation graphs, and provides

(1) a flexible data API that handles in-

telligent batching and padding, (2) high-

level abstractions for common operations

in working with text, and (3) a modu-

lar and extensible experiment framework

that makes doing good science easy. It

also includes reference implementations

of high quality approaches for both core

semantic problems (e.g. semantic role la-

beling (Palmer et al., 2005)) and language

understanding applications (e.g. machine

comprehension (Rajpurkar et al., 2016)).

AllenNLP is an ongoing open-source ef-

fort maintained by engineers and re-

searchers at the Allen Institute for Artifi-

cial Intelligence.

1 Introduction

Neural networks are now commonplace in nat-

ural language processing research. They have

enabled significant performance gains on a wide

range of tasks, but it can be surprisingly difficult to

tune new models or replicate existing results. For

example, deep BiLSTM models (Zhou and Xu,

2015; He et al., 2017) have achieved over 20% er-

ror reduction for span-based semantic role label-

ing, the first major improvement in accuracy for

this task in over 10 years. However, they take over

a week to train on modern GPUs and are sensi-

tive to initialization and hyperparamater settings.

These types of challenges provide a barrier to en-

try for research on many problems, given the need

for very large scale experimentation.

This paper describes AllenNLP, a platform for

research on deep learning methods in natural lan-

guage understanding, which aims to significantly

lower such barriers to high quality work. Al-

lenNLP is designed to support researchers who

want to build novel language understanding mod-

els as quickly and easily as possible. It is easy to

install and use (Section 3), and provides function-

ality for quickly evaluating a wide range of stan-

dard modeling choices (Section 4; e.g. to easily

experiment with different word representations,

including embeddings and character-level CNNs).

It also provides reference implementations of a

range of (often very challenging to train) models

(Section 5), along with high quality pretrained ref-

erence models.

AllenNLP is an ongoing open-source effort

maintained by engineers and researchers at the

Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence. In ad-

dition to supporting the broader research commu-

nity, we will also use AllenNLP for our work on

core language understanding challenges, and share

all of our results publicly (Section 6).

2 Related Toolkits and Platforms

AllenNLP is built on PyTorch,1 to support rapid

model development, and adds functionality for

data management and experimentation on com-

mon NLP problems.

Most existing deep learning toolkits

are designed for general machine learn-

ing (Bergstra et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2014;

Chen et al., 2015; Abadi et al., 2016;

Neubig et al., 2017), and significant effort

can be required to develop research infrastructure

1http://pytorch.org/

http://arxiv.org/abs/1803.07640v1


for particular model classes. More specialized

toolkits exist in some domains. For example,

Caffe (Jia et al., 2014) includes strong reference

models trained on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009),

significantly lowering the barrier to entry for

computer vision research. AllenNLP provides

a similar type of support, for semantic NLP

problems.

Many existing NLP pipelines (Manning et al.,

2014; Bird et al., 2009)2 abstract away from spe-

cific modeling decisions and are designed to make

it easy to predict linguistic structures (e.g. POS

tags or syntactic parse trees). AllenNLP is de-

signed to support the development of new models,

which could be used in such a pipeline. In that

sense, AllenNLP is closely related to SyntaxNet,3

but focuses more on semantic tasks and supports a

wider range of neural architectures.

Finally, AllenNLP is related to toolkits for

deep learning research in dialog (Miller et al.,

2017) and machine translation (Klein et al., 2017).

Those toolkits support learning general functions

that map strings (e.g. foreign language text or

user utterance) to strings (e.g. English text or sys-

tem responses). AllenNLP, in contrast, is designed

to support models that predict structured semantic

representations of the input text, such as corefer-

ence clusters and semantic role edges.

3 Getting Started

The AllenNLP website4 provides tutorials, refer-

ence model implementations, pretrained models,

and an open source code base. The AllenNLP

platform is easy to download and install, either

via Docker image or cloning the GitHub reposi-

tory. It includes reference models (see Section 5)

that can be easily run (to make predictions on new

sentences) and retrained with different hyperpa-

rameter settings or on new data. These pretrained

models have online demos,5 and provide examples

of the framework functionality (Section 4).6 They

also serve as baselines for future research.

4 Designed for NLP Research

AllenNLP is a platform designed specifically for

both deep learning and NLP research. It is built

2See also https://spacy.io/
3https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/syntaxnet
4http://allennlp.org/
5http://demo.allennlp.org/
6See http://docs.allennlp.org/en/latest/ for the latest online

documentation.

on top of PyTorch, allowing for dynamic compu-

tation graphs, and it provides (1) a flexible data

API that handles intelligent batching and padding,

(2) high-level abstractions for common operations

in working with text, and (3) a modular and ex-

tensible experiment framework that makes doing

good science easy.

4.1 Text Data Processing

AllenNLP’s data processing API is built around

the notion of Fields. Each Field represents a

single input array to a model, and they are grouped

together in Instances to create the input/output

specification for a task. The FieldAPI is flexible

and easy to extend, allowing for a unified data API

for tasks as diverse as tagging, semantic role label-

ing, question answering, and textual entailment.

To represent the SQuAD dataset (Rajpurkar et al.,

2016), for example, which has a question and a

passage as inputs and a span from the passage as

output, each Instance has a TextField for

the question, a TextField for the passage, and

two IndexFields representing the start and end

positions of the answer in the passage.

Once a set of Instance objects has been cre-

ated, the data API will automatically sort them into

batches with similar sequence lengths, pad all se-

quences in each batch to the same length, and ran-

domize the batches for input to a model. The only

thing a user has to do is read data into a set of

Instance objects with the desired fields, and the

library takes care of the rest.

4.2 NLP-focused abstractions

AllenNLP provides a high-level API for building

models, with abstractions designed specifically for

natural language processing. These abstractions

make it so that model code actually specifies a

class of related models. Experiments with various

architectures within this class is possible without

changing a single line of model code.

The library has three key abstractions, dealing

with (1) how text gets represented as vectors, (2)

how vector sequences get modified to produce new

vector sequences, and (3) how vector sequences

get merged into a single vector.

TextFieldEmbedder: This abstraction

takes input arrays generated by a TextField

and returns a sequence of embedded vectors.

Through the use of polymorphism and Al-

lenNLP’s experiment framework (see Section 4.3),

any model that uses this abstraction can easily



switch between a wide variety of possible word

representations. Deciding between pre-trained

word embeddings, word embeddings concatenated

with a character-level CNN encoding, or even us-

ing a pre-trained model to get token-in-context

embeddings (Peters et al., 2017), is all done by

configuring the TextFieldEmbedder, allow-

ing for very easy controlled experimentation.

Seq2SeqEncoder: A very common

paradigm in deep NLP is to take a sequence

of word vectors and pass them through some

kind of recurrent network to encode contextual

information, getting a new sequence of vectors as

output. There is a large number of ways to do this,

including LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,

1997), GRUs (Cho et al., 2014), intra-sentence

attention (Cheng et al., 2016), recurrent additive

networks (Lee et al., 2017b), etc. AllenNLP’s

Seq2SeqEncoder abstracts away the decision

of which particular encoder to use, allowing the

user to specify the encoder outside of model code.

In this way, when a researcher is exploring new

recurrent architectures, they can easily replace the

LSTMs in any model that uses this abstraction

with their new encoder, seeing the impact across a

wide range of models and tasks.

Seq2VecEncoder: Similar to

Seq2SeqEncoders, a common operation

in NLP models is to merge a sequence of vectors

into a single vector, using either a recurrent

network with some kind of averaging or pool-

ing, or using a convolutional network. This

operation is encapsulated in AllenNLP by a

Seq2VecEncoder. This abstraction again

allows the model code to only describe a class

of similar models, with particular instantia-

tions of that model class being determined by

configuration that happens later.

4.3 Experimental Framework

A main design goal of AllenNLP is to make it

easy to do good science with controlled experi-

ments. Because of the abstractions described in

Section 4.2, large parts of the model architecture

can be configured outside of model code, in ad-

dition to other training-related hyper-parameters.

This makes it easy to specify the important de-

cisions that define a new model, without having

to code all of the implementation details from

scratch.

This architecture design is done in AllenNLP

through a simple configuration file that specifies,

e.g., which text representations and encoders to

use in an experiment. Mapping from strings in the

configuration file to instantiated objects in code is

done through the use of a registry, which allows

users of the library to add new implementations of

any of the provided abstractions.

5 Reference Models

AllenNLP includes reference implementations of

widely used language understanding models. The

models show how to use much of the frame-

work functionality presented in Section 4. They

also have verified performance levels that closely

match the original results, and can serve as com-

parison baselines for future research.

At the time of launch, AllenNLP includes refer-

ence implementations for three tasks:

• Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) models pre-

dict the verbal predicate argument structure

of a sentence (Palmer et al., 2005). The Al-

lenNLP toolkit contains a deep BiLSTM SRL

model (He et al., 2017) that is state of the art

for PropBank SRL, at the time of publication.

• Machine Comprehension (MC) systems

take an evidence text and a question as in-

put, and predict a span within the evidence

that answers the question. AllenNLP in-

cludes a reference implementation of the

BiDAF MC model (Seo et al., 2017) which

was state of the art for the SQuAD bench-

mark (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) in early 2017.

• Textual Entailment (TE) systems take a

pair of sentences and predict whether the

facts in one necessarily imply that the other

is true. AllenNLP includes a reference

implementation of the decomposable atten-

tion TE model (Parikh et al., 2016) which

was state of the art for the SNLI bench-

mark (Bowman et al., 2015) in late 2016.

Additional models are currently under develop-

ment and should be released soon, including: end-

to-end neural coreference (Lee et al., 2017a), and

semi-supervised learning for named entity recog-

nition (Peters et al., 2017). We also expect the

number of tasks and reference implementations to

grow steadily over time.7

7The most up-to-date list of reference models is main-
tained online: http://allennlp.org/models



6 Semantics Research with AllenNLP

The AllenNLP toolkit is designed for use by a

wide variety of NLP researchers, and will be used

extensively in many of the language understanding

research efforts currently under way at the Allen

Institute for Artificial Intelligence and the Univer-

sity of Washington.

These efforts will focus core semantic prob-

lems, likely including (1) efforts to generalize se-

mantic role labeling to all words (not just verbs),

(2) models for general coreference resolution

(e.g. entities, events, bridging, etc.), (3) seman-

tic parsers that build relatively compete meaning

representations (e.g. mapping language to code),

and (4) approaches for semi-supervised learning

of improved word representations. We will also

emphasize building models that work well on text

genres that are typically out of domain, such as

science texts. Finally, we will focus on making

large new datasets for these generalized seman-

tic understanding tasks (e.g. QA-SRL (He et al.,

2015)), annotating data in a variety of domains,

and releasing all of our developed resources for

broad use.
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